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ABSTRACT

T}re 46 years (7949 - 1995) of development and evolution of modern China's

trade union movement is considered in this thesis. Chinese tlade union

theory, practice and characteristics during each period since 1949 arc addressed.

The thesis discusses the nature, status and functions of China's trade unions

as well as the historical and political environment that shaped them. The

current condition of labour rights in China is also examined.

Particular emphasis is given to analysing the relationship between the trade

unions and the Chinese Communist Party. The thesis also studies the major

changes in the activities and livelihood of the working class in China, and the

unprecedented changes to China's labour movement brought about by the 17

years (7978 - L995) of reforms, particularly those in the labour regulation

mechanisms. The thesis also examines the place and influence of trade union

reform within the context of the reform of the entire national system, and the

development prospects of trade union movement.

The thesis discusses the reform process in the system of employment,

distribution and social security. At present, the new and old system are in a

special state of stalemate and coexistence. The reforms have had a huge

impact on the old industrial relations system. The bureaucratic industrial

relationship between the workers and the state has become an employer-

employee industrial relationship between the workers and their enterprises.

The reforms have promoted economic growth on one hand, but created many

new and serious problems on the other. Exploitation has worsened,



the gap between the rich and the poor has become increasingly large,

unemployment has deteriorated, and the number and the severity of

industrial accidents in recent years has increased at a rate seldom seen. And,

as a huge new working class has emerged, there is an urgent need for

labourers to form their own independent organisation.

This thesis briefly introduces the historical development of the relationship

between the CCP and the ACFTU since 7949. The subordinate relationship of

the ACFTU to the CCP was demonstrated in its political, organisational and

financial aspects. Thus further demonstrates that there would not be genuine

independent union and labour movement without political system reform in

China.
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